Correction Number: CP-2205

Log Summary: Correction of confusing statement regarding implementation of Pixel Aspect Ratio for icons

Name of Standard
PS3.3 2022c

Rationale for Correction:
The following statement in PS3.3, section C.7.6.1.1.6 Icon Image Sequence, is confusing:
"e. Pixel Aspect Ratio (0028,0034) shall have a Value of 1:1."

According to the applicable attribute definition per Table C.7-11c, Image Pixel Description Macro Attributes, this attribute is "required if the aspect ratio values do not have a ratio of 1:1"...

Correction Wording:

Amend PS3.3 C.7.6.1.1.6

e. the pixels shall be square (i.e., their aspect ratio shall be 1:1) and therefore Pixel Aspect Ratio (0028,0034) shall have a Value of 1:1 not be present.